A theoretical investigation of the factors affecting the efficiencies of mass diffusion columns, with particular emphasis on columns operated with partition membranes, for the separation of light gaseous isotopes, is extensively treated. Expressions are derived for the theoretical maximum separation factor and separative power and the optimum flow profile. The effects of partition membranes on column efficiencies are discussed and equations are derived to assess the performances of such columns. It appears that the membrane position in a column is rather critical and means to obviate unfavourable effects due to this, are suggested. Existing experimental results of GVERDTSITELI et al. 1 corroborate some of the main theoretical conclusions.
The elementary isotope separation effect, acting * in the radial direction in a mass diffusion column (see Fig, 1 ), is induced by a continuous flow of vapour from a vapour supply tube to a condenser which is concentric with the vapour supply tube.
The vapour stream creates a gradient of the partial pressure of the gas with which the column is filled.
In the steady state a dynamic equilibrium is eventually achieved between the flow of gas moved towards the condenser by collisions with the vapour molecules and the back diffusion of the gas. due to the gas pressure gradient. Due to the differences in the diffusion rates of isotopes, lighter isotopes will generally diffuse more rapidly against the vapour and consequently become enriched to the center of the column.
On attachment from the South-African Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba, Pretoria, Republic of South Africa. 
Theory
For the derivation of the partial differential equations which describe the concentration field in a mass or sweep diffusion column, some simplifying conditions are made. The mixture is supposed to be isothermal and the total pressure in the column to be constant. Furthermore it is assumed that the mixture as a whole as well as the vapour and the gas separately, can be treated as ideal gases.
According to CURTISS and HIRSCHFELDER 9 , the diffusion velocities V, of the three components in the ternary mixture are given by two independent relations M (VL -V2) + Y (VI -V") = -rr grad ,
U0.y n (2)
The diffusion velocities are defined with respect to the average mass velocity V
The partial density of a component in grammoles where o is equal to (u r2) / (n D01), in which u denotes the vapour flow in moles per square centimeter at the condenser wall and £ is given by
where is the molecular weight of a component 1 ' 10 .
Integration between the two boundaries gives the elementary separation factor a0
In the case that the ratio r2/r1 is nearly one, the elementary separation factor reduces to
In a0 = a £ (1 -rjr 2 ).
For the subsequent development of the theory we assume that e 1 , an assumption which is justified for isotopes except for the very lightest ones, H2 and D2 . In the case when £ is small the fundamental equations (1) T -yu= -n Z)01 grad 7 , The equations (7) and (8) can also be applied when e is not small as compared to unity, provided that N is nearly one. Thus for the case of enriching deuterium in hydrogen the theory can be applied when working with very low deuterium concentrations.
For the countercurrent column we assume the radial gas velocity to be zero, neglecting the possibility of radial remixing currents. For this case equation (7) can be used to give the partial pressure of the gas as a function of the radius. 
' 2 P = 2 TI I y n w r dr ,
The material is withdrawn from the top of the column at a rate of P moles/sec with a mole frac- where / designates the column length.
The countercurrent flow rate L is defined as the total flow T up and down the column.
The reduced column parameters ax and a3 only depend on the flow pattern, not on the flow rate.
As a function of L, maximum separation is obtained at L0. for which value cx/c5 becomes 2 f0 . 
With a production rate P, the solution of the column equation is given by an implicit relation between P and Np .
where
A(yj) = 1/1 + 2(1-2 Np) + For this solution of the column equation several approximations are justified 6 ' 12 depending on the concentration TV, to yield a more explicit relation between P and 7VP . (21)
The theoretical maximum separative power can be derived directly from equation (8). The separative power of an infinitesimal countercurrent element is equal to the product of the net desired material transport and the concentration gradient, divided by A 2 (l -/V) 2 . Taking a thin annular slab, concentric with the axis of the column, with a radial thickness dr and a height d^, as the infinitesimal element, the separative power dU of this element is given as The optimum radial concentration gradient given by equation (22) is then half the equilibrium value. Substituting this value, and integrating dU over the volume of the column, we get the theoretical maxi- 
The integral can be evaluated, using equations (7) and (9).
For high vapour consumption, and a small value of (D0l/Dl2 -1), the expression can be approximated by
Equation (25) reveals more clearly then the exact expression the dependance of (^f/)max on the vapour flow conditions. The vapour consumption of the column as a whole is given by U = 2 TI u r21. (25) we get the dependence of (SU) max on the total vapour consumption Wmax=]* 2 t/.
Substituting this in equation
It is evident that the maximum separative power does not depend on the dimensions of the column but mainly on the total vapour consumption. Moreover, because of the linearity of separative power and total vapour consumption, the specific separative power, that is (SU)maLJU, only depends on e. Consequently, this method of separating isotopes by means of mass diffusion is most suitable for the lightest isotopes for which £ possesses the highest values. £ is also a function of the mass of the auxiliary vapour used and generally improves when using heavier molecular weight working liquids. According to equation (4) not much is apparently gained, however, by using liquids having molecular weights more than about five times the mass of the gaseous isotopes.
The optimal flow pattern can be derived from equation (11) The maximum separation factor for this optimal profile is derived from equation (16) At total reflux, the separation factor of the column now' follows from equations (16) and (18) 2 m
In e ]/u r2
The separative power of the column can be found from equation (21) 7a ln 2 (7a/7b) 71 I is the average gas mole fraction of the downward stream. y\j is the average gas mole fraction of the upward stream.
In the first place, it can be remarked that this ex- 
